Many important events devoted to neighbourhood activities, and projects that include the participation of local citizens took place at ProLuka.

The ongoing installation of artworks and the organisation of accompanying socio-cultural events has introduced new life to this part of Vršovice, and has thus established this site as a natural centre of this municipal district.

This gallery, focused on presenting contemporary works, came into being thanks to the initiative of local residents. A strong bond to the place we live inspired a search for the various ways in which this abandoned space could play a role in the lives of the local community.

ProLuka has presented more than two dozen of contemporary Czech artistic interventions, sculptures, and installations covering a broad spectrum of artistic approaches made specifically for this space. The aim of the project is not solely to make an artistic presentation. We also want to arouse the interest of people in public space, and for them to experience this location in some different way through each new installation.

1. artist Stanislav Zamrock: Which Way the Wind is Blowing / dinner under the sky + string trio concert
2. artist Libor Novotny: Kreuzung
3. artist Dusan Zahoransky: Wish
4. artist Tereza Erbenova: Alpha Position
5. artist Robert Biuta: One Day I Will Grow Up / neighborhood festival – Live Your City Differently
6. artist Epos 257: Brown Field